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Abstract: Problem-solving ability is an attempt to reach a goal or find a way out using the knowledge he already has. Problem-based learning is a learning approach where students work together to find solutions to complex problems. The purpose of this study is to design teaching materials in the form of student worksheets that contain activities according to the steps of problem-based learning and indicators of students’ problem-solving abilities. This research uses research and development methods, with the ADDIE development model. The procedure in the ADDIE model consists of five stages, namely, Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation. The subjects of the study were students of class VII at SMPN 12 Yogyakarta. The object of this research is the ability of problem-solving, problem-based learning methods, and teaching materials in the form of student worksheets. Data collection instruments used interview guidelines, observation sheets, and validation sheets. This study produced an analysis of the Student Worksheet design consisting of cover, preface, table of contents, Core Competencies, Basic Competencies, and Competency Achievement Indicators (GPA), usability instructions, concept maps, student worksheets activities, and evaluations. Student worksheets have been validated by two validators and have been categorized as feasible with some improvements previously.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mathematics is one of the critical subjects, many activities related to mathematics [1]. Mathematic also have a crucial role for students in developing the ability to think and act logically [2]. Although mathematics has a central role in the mastery of science and technology, mathematics has not become a subject of interest to learners in general [3]. In the present 21st Century Skills are needed in learning. Learning objectives in the 21st century have criteria 4c, namely communication, collaboration, critical thinking and problem solving, creativity, and innovation [4] [5]. In line with the hall according to the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) 2000 states that the primary standard in mathematics learning is communication skills, problem-solving, reasoning ability, the ability of connections, and the ability of representation [6]. Based on the description above, it can conclude that Problem Solving becomes the primary standard in mathematics learning and also becomes one of the abilities needed in learning. According to Polya 1973, problem-solving is an attempt to find a way out or achieve a goal that has not achieved [6] [7]. Mathematical problem-solving ability is the ability or strategic competence shown by students in understanding, choosing approaches, and completing strategies and completing models to solve problems [8]. Based on the understanding of problem-solving above, it can conclude that problem-solving is an attempt to reach the goal or find a way out with the knowledge he already has.

Problem-solving skills are needed by students so that they become good problem solvers who can deal with problems in daily life [8]. Because, through problem-solving, students can learn their understanding of mathematical concepts through the use of problems related to real problems [9]. In general, problem-solving is an indicator of several countries in determining the ability of students to understand learning concepts and ideas [8]. Problem-solving is the necessary capabilities that can help learners to develop the ability to think analytically, critically, and creatively [7]. It can say that problem-solving abilities can be developed through the use of real problems. Problem-solving abilities are not only an objective in mathematics learning, but problem skills can also help students develop analytical, critical, and creative thinking skills. The ability to solve problems is crucial in education [10]. The ability to solve problems is one of the crucial aspects of making students learn mathematics. The community highly needs this ability. It is the essential thing in Indonesian mathematics, not only by those who will study mathematics as their specialty but also for those who will apply it in other disciplines and everyday life [11]. According to Polya, the problem-solving indicators consist of understanding the problem, making a plan, implementing the plan, and looking back [7] [12] [13]. The mathematics teacher must teach students not only to solve problems but also to learn about mathematics through problem-solving. It creates new challenges for teachers [8]. To stimulate students’ problem-solving abilities can be done using real problems [9] [15]. PBL described as student-centered learning [16], where students construct their own and work collaboratively to solve problems in the learning process of learning [17]. During the PBL process, students define and identify learning problems under the assistance of a facilitator [16] [18]. PBL leads to higher problem-solving skills and increases students’ factual knowledge [3] [19]. PBL is a learning method where relevant problems are introduced early in the instruction cycle and are used to provide context and motivation for learning that follows [20].
PBL is a learning approach that allows students to conduct research, integrate theory and practice, and apply knowledge and skills to develop solutions to problems that are defined [21]. According to Barrows (2002), PBL keywords are (1) structural problems that will give thought about the causes and how the solutions are, (2) student-centered approaches, where students determine what they need to learn, (3) teachers as facilitator and tutor, (4) the problem is authentic and reflects professional practice. Barrows also points out that learning in the PBL environment must be combined with several sciences, so students can learn and integrate information from several sciences that connected with understanding and problem-solving. PBL is a learning approach where students work together to find solutions to complex problems [22]. In addition to improving students' problem-solving abilities, teaching materials needed. Teaching materials used can facilitate students' problem-solving abilities [23] and also relate to everyday life problems [24]. In this study, the teaching material developed is the Student Worksheet. From the results of the validation of the worksheets of students who already exist in the school found several deficiencies, including:

1. The cover design does not represent material
2. The existing illustrations are not following the material
3. The images contained in the worksheet of students are not related to the material so that they are less attractive to students in learning
4. The completeness of information in the form of instructions for use is not found in the worksheet of students, making it difficult for students to use it.

2. METHOD

This research uses research and development methods, with the ADDIE development model. ADDIE development model consists of five stages: analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation [25] [26] [27] [28] [29]. The product developed in this study will be used to improve problem-solving skills in 7th-grade students, namely designing students based on problem-based learning (PBL) worksheets. The analysis stage in this study consisted of performance analysis and needs analysis. Performance analysis is done by observing mathematics learning in class and interviewing the mathematics teacher. The results of the performance analysis will be used as a needs analysis. A needs analysis is carried out to determine the mathematics subject matter to be included in the teaching material, which includes the SD (basic competency), target learning outcomes, and the design to be used. Furthermore, at the design stage, this research was carried out through the preparation of a teaching material framework. The experts will validate the product in the form of teaching material design. Design validation was carried out to determine expert judgment and input as revised material so that the model for developing suitable quality teaching materials. The subjects in this study were 7th-grade students of state 12 Yogyakarta 2019/2020 academic year. Data collection instruments include guidelines for observation and interviews.

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Performance Analysis

This analysis is part of the background of why these materials were developed. At this stage, there are two stages, namely performance analysis and needs analysis. Based on observations and interviews, there is some information, namely:

1) The curriculum used is the 2013 curriculum. The teaching materials used are textbooks from schools and also the Student Worksheet.
2) Student worksheets that used still uses conventional learning models, which only contains a summary of the material, finished formulas, sample questions, and practice questions; most of the questions are routine problems. Few questions connected with daily life.
3) Learners find it difficult when dealing with contextual issues related to daily life.
4) The teacher only uses the lecture method and the learning process.
5) Students find it difficult when the material is flat in solving problems around and the width of the flat.

The researcher concludes that students and teachers need teaching materials in the form of student worksheets to help and facilitate mathematics learning activities to improve problem-solving skills in students so that learning can take place effectively and efficiently.

3.2 Design stage

The second step in this stage design. Teaching material design is based on the results of needs analysis. The teaching material used is student worksheets based on problem-based learning. Student worksheet design consists of several components, namely: cover, student worksheet identity, preface, table of contents, introduction, basic competencies, core competency, instructions for use, concept maps, learning activities using problem-based learning. The design of student worksheets can be seen in the following image.

3.2.1 Design Cover

The cover includes the title of the student worksheet and also includes the course subjects, rectangular flat material, and problem-based learning models. Cover design can be seen in Figure 1.
3.2.2 Preface
For introductory notes containing the author's thanks to the parties involved can be seen in Figure 2.

3.2.3 Basic Competency and Core Competency.
Describe core competencies, basic competencies, and achievement indicators, as objectives in learning. Basic competency and core competency can be seen in Figure 3.

3.2.4 Instruction For Use
Student worksheets usage guidelines contain steps for the use of student worksheets, and icons that show indicators of problem-based learning and problem-solving. Directions for use can be seen in figure 4.

3.2.5 Concept Map
The concept map presented in student worksheets aims to make it easier for users to know the outline of the mapping of material to be studied. The concept map can be seen in Figure 5.

3.2.6 Student Worksheet Activities
Figure 6 follows the activities related to the material. The activities presented are following the syntax of problem-based learning and indicators of problem-solving.
3.2.7 Evaluation

Evaluations in student worksheets are presented in the form of essay questions. The evaluation aims to find out the results of the activities that have been carried out previously. Evaluation can be seen in Figure 7.

Before developing the design student worksheets, it must have good quality. Therefore the student worksheets design is validated by experts for its feasibility. The teaching material in the form of student worksheets has been assessed as feasible by two mathematics teachers. The results of module evaluations by experts can be seen in the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Evaluation Results of Student Worksheets by Validator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Content Feasibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Feasibility of Graphic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the table above, we can conclude that student worksheets fit for use. However, there have been several revisions. Some input and suggestions from material and media experts that have been summarized can be seen in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Feedback and Suggestions from Validators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The indicator icons are less clear, so it is difficult to distinguish from the background of student worksheets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Layout and background colors are almost the same, so it is less attractive and less appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fonts and combinations of letters are almost the same.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some parts of student worksheets that have been corrected after receiving input and suggestions from the validator are shown in the following figure.
The results of improvements are given back to the validator for validation and assessment. Table 2 below is the result of the calculation of the teacher questionnaire regarding the developed design. After entering and suggestions from the validators, it has been revised. The results of improvements are given back to the validator for validation and assessment. The results of the teacher questionnaire calculation regarding the developed design can be seen in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Validator</th>
<th>score</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Eli Susilawati, S.Pd</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Worthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Nindi Marsita, S.Pd</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Worthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Score</td>
<td></td>
<td>158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average score</td>
<td></td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>Worthy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 3 above, Validator 1 gives a score of 78, and validator 2 gives a score of 80. From both validators, it is found that the average validation result is 78.5, or it can be said that the student worksheets design has a decent category, so that the student worksheets design has good quality to be developed as teaching material.

4 CONCLUSION

From the results and discussion above, it can be concluded that the design of student worksheets based on Problem Based Learning to improve problem-solving skills using ADDIE development methods. Components in student worksheets consist of a cover, preface, table of contents, Core Competencies, Basic Competencies, and Competency Achievement Indicators, usability instructions, concept maps, student worksheets activities, evaluations, author profiles. In the student worksheets, the activities section contains the steps of problem-based learning and indicators of problem-solving ability. Furthermore, the student worksheets design was validated by two different validators, which were then revised according to the input and suggestions from the validator. After being corrected by the authors, the two validators gave an assessment and obtained an average with a decent category so that the student worksheets design has good quality to be developed as teaching material.
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